
Honda To Discontinue Civic
In addition to tweaking the Civic line, Honda has discontinued the plug-in hybrid Accord to focus
on the updated Accord Hybrid, which launches in early 2016. John Mendel revealed that both
models would be discontinued in a business The next generation of Honda Civic will use
advanced gasoline engines.

Honda is giving up on its compressed natural gas Civic, as
well as the hybrid version of its Civic and its Accord plug-in
hybrid.
DETROIT - Slow sales and falling gasoline prices have prompted Honda to stop selling gas-
electric hybrid and natural gas-powered versions of its Civic. Honda will discontinue production
of its Civic hybrid and compressed natural gas or CNG models, the company said Monday, and
will instead begin producing. Due to insufficient sales, Honda is discontinuing the Insight sibling,
the Acura ILX Hybrid, and hints have gone forth that Honda may eventually axe the Civic.

Honda To Discontinue Civic
>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Slow sales and falling gasoline prices have prompted Honda to stop
selling gas-electric hybrid and natural-gas-powered versions of its Civic
compact car. The Honda Civic has been missing-in-action since August,
2012, when and included the 1.6-litre i-DTEC and the now discontinued
2.2-litre i-CTDi engines.

Honda said this week it would be discontinuing its Civics which are
powered by photo - 2009 Honda Civic CNG in Oklahoma City,
Thursday, June 18, 2015. In order to prepare for the launch of the all-
new model and to respond to consumer preferences, Honda will
discontinue the current Civic Hybrid and Civic. Honda Motor Co
willintroduce a new hydrogen fuel cell vehicle in 2016 and
stopproduction of its natural gas Civic, the U.S. sales head of
itsAmerican Honda.
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Honda discontinuing Civic Hybrid, Civic
natural gas model, Accord plug-in hybrid,
Mendel also said said that Honda will not
offer a plug-in version of Accord.
wsj.com/articles/honda-to-discontinue-cng-and-hybrid-civic-models-
1434386062 Looks like only about 16000 have been sold since 1998 and
Honda. and Accord plug-in hybrid. Get the latest reviews and photos for
Honda to discontinue Civic hybrid, Civic CNG and Accord plug-in
hybrid on CarWale coverage. Honda will discontinue the Civic Hybrid,
Civic CNG, and Accord Plug-In models to make room for new electrics,
plug-ins, and hydrogen cars. Honda Motor Co. has announced plans to
discontinue its compressed-natural-gas Civic after 17 years due to slow
sales, according to the Wall Street Journal. Honda has ceased production
of its Civic Natural Gas sedan and will also discontinue sales of the Civic
Hybrid and Accord Plug-In Hybrid due. In a move that is disconcerting
for the NGV industry, Honda Motor Co. has announced that it will
discontinue production of its Civic CNG sedan and will not.

DETROIT - Slow sales and falling gasoline prices have prompted Honda
to stop selling gas-electric hybrid and natural gas-powered versions of its
Civic.

Honda Motor to Discontinue CNG, Hybrid Civic Models, According to
Nikkei. Charles Gross , Benzinga Staff Writer ((following ? "Following" :
"Follow")). June 15.

The Honda Civic diesel has been discontinued two years after going on-
sale, a result of low demand for small oil-burners in Australia. The
decision comes.



Honda announced today that it is discontinuing the Civic Natural Gas
and Civic hybrid models, with no replacements planned. This innocuous
little news bite.

DETROIT -- Slow sales and falling gasoline prices have prompted
Honda to stop selling gas-electric hybrid and natural gas-powered
versions of its Civic. The manufacturer also will discontinue its Civic
Hybrid model. John Mendel, executive vice president of American
Honda Motor Co. Inc.'s automobile division. The current Honda Civic
Hybrid available in the US market will be the last model, as its
production will be ceased. 

DETROIT – Slow sales and falling gasoline prices have prompted Honda
to stop selling gas-electric hybrid and natural gas-powered versions of its
Civic. Honda will stop selling the natural-gas powered version of the
Civic and the Civic Hybrid this year, a move that follows the withdrawal
of the slow-selling Accord. Honda announced that low gas prices
contributed to low demand for the Civic Natural Gas, the Full Story:
Honda to Discontinue CNG and Hybrid Civic Models.
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The Honda Civic GX was the only car factory-built to run on compressed natural States as the
main reason for the decision to stop producing the Civic CNG.
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